
CS 485/ECE 440/CS 585 Lab 2 setup instructions

Separate from this, you'll receive a student number (3 through 75, Rudy from SSG---who is also a 
student in the class---is number 1, while the TA and I are sharing number 2).  If your student number is 
45, for example, you can use the following /24 to split into pieces and use for your connections:

192.168.45.0/24

And the IP addresses for the VMs for Stu 45-1, Stu 45-2, Stu 45-3, Stu 45-4, and Stu 45-5 are the five 
that you can use for your machines 1 through 5.  Somebody (Rudy or I, probably) will send out the IP 
addresses, VPN connection instructions, and default username and password (you should change the 
password ASAP).

These instructions assume you can get onto each of your five machines, know how to use sudo, can edit
files, etc.  We'll go over these things in class, or ask the TA and/or I for help.  I also strongly 
recommend that you use screen, and you should assume that you can be disconnected from your VMs 
at any time.

First, pick a password and five names for your five machines.  I picked groucho, harpo, chico, zeppo, 
and gummo.  SSH into each of your five machines and (using sudo) edit these two files to replace 
cs585server with the name of that machine:

/etc/hostname
/etc/hosts

Then, change the password of the cs585user user, using:

passwd

If you know how to create new sudo users, feel free to, but in any case change the cs585user password 
to protect your machines from tomfoolery.

Next, for each VM, make sure the system is up-to-date and get some packages we'll need:

sudo aptget update
sudo aptget distupgrade
sudo aptget install quagga tshark httperf
sudo aptget autoremove

Then reboot the VM (you'll need to log back in after that):

sudo reboot

Next, turn on IP forwarding on the machines that will be forwarding packets by (using sudo) editing 
this file to look like the screencaps below for machines 2, 3, and 4 (on machines 1 and 5 leave this file 
alone):



/etc/sysctl.conf

Now, reboot all five machines

Next, (using sudo), edit this file on each of the five machines to add the correct networking information
and routes, as in the screencaps below:

/etc/network/interfaces

Note that I'm student 2, so I took my /24 (192.168.2.0/24) and broke it up into sixteen /28's.  You 
should do the same and try to mirror my IPs as closely as you can.  E.g., if I use 192.168.2.49 and 
you're student 40, in the same part of your network use 191.168.40.49.

You can edit them all at once and then restart networking, or work iteratively and set up small parts of 
the network and test.  In any case, make sure you don't have type-o's and always try to reconfigure the 
network without rebooting by using:

sudo /etc/init.d/networking restart

Never edit eth0.  If you mess up your network, you may have to bribe Rudy to reset things or help you 
get back into a machine.  So be very careful of type-o's.

My machines are connected like this (note that Rudy has already dragged all the virtual cables from 
machine to machine for you):

groucho ---- harpo ---- chico ---- zeppo ---- gummo

In the following 5 screencaps, I didn't delete anything at the top, just scrolled down, so for some of 
them you can't see the whole file but the part you don't see didn't change.

Here is the /etc/network interfaces file for all five machines:

groucho:





harpo:



chico:



zeppo:



gummo:



groucho and gummo (i.e., machines 1 and 5, note that you should choose your own names) should look
like this, since their /etc/sysctl.conf did not get edited:



harpo, chico, and zeppo (i.e., machines 2, 3, and 4, note that you should choose your own names) 
should look like this, since their /etc/sysctl.conf did get edited:



In case you're having trouble getting the hostname right:
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